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Seeking Scalable, Cost-effective Reductions in
Gasoline Demand and Tailpipe Emissions?
Focus on Pickup Trucks, Not Priuses
Gabriel Collins, J.D., Baker Botts Fellow in Energy & Environmental Regulatory Affairs, Center for Energy Studies
U.S. sales of large passenger vehicles have
boomed for most of the past decade. Yet
despite continued reliance on gasoline
propulsion in the U.S. and a trend toward
larger, more powerful vehicles, the 7.6%
rise in miles driven seen from February 2012
to February 2017 yielded a gasoline demand
increase of only 3.8%.1 Better engine
technology likely underpins much of the
rising gasoline consumption efficiency on U.S.
roads and the big, powerful pickups and SUVs
cherished by many American drivers are at
the center of the action.
Per 100 miles driven, improving the fuel
economy of a single Ford F-150 by five miles
per gallon (MPG) can theoretically achieve
the same volumetric gasoline savings that
would be accomplished by making a six MPG
improvement to six Priuses (Figure 1).2 As
Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business
Professors Richard Larrick and Jack Soll put
it in their groundbreaking 2008 piece “The
MPG Illusion,” “Relying on linear reasoning
about MPG leads people to undervalue small
improvements on inefficient vehicles.” 3
This insight should shape transportationfocused energy and environment policies
moving forward.4
Larger trucks and SUVs with powerful,
high-displacement engines are the lowhanging fruit for any policymaker seeking the
most efficient path to reducing gasoline use
and the associated emissions. This suggests
capital investments focused on the larger
vehicles Americans favor can most rapidly

save the largest quantities of fuel and avoid
more emissions at less cost. Focusing on SUVs
and trucks also acknowledges the reality
that when truck owners get new vehicles,
they typically move into another truck or
SUV, often of the same brand and type—not a
compact car. As such, turnover in the existing
pickup and SUV vehicle stock is likely to be a
more powerful driver of fuel economy gains,
especially in the next five years, than adoption
of smaller or totally new vehicles such as EVs.

FIGURE 1 — THIRSTIER VEHICLES OFFER THE HIGHEST RETURN ON
FUEL EFFICIENCY INVESTMENT 5

SOURCES Edmunds, Fueleconomy.gov, Ford-trucks.com, Toyota
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Consider the following: As Tesla
prepares to bring the Model 3 to market, a
recent survey of 800 Model 3 reservation
holders reveals that they “are more than
twice as likely to own a Toyota as any
other brand, whereas current Tesla owners
are four times as likely to own a BMW
as any other brand.”6 In other words,
many prospective Tesla owners plan to
jump from vehicles that are already fairly
fuel efficient into pure battery-powered
rides. As such, the gasoline demand
displacement from their move to the Model
3 will, in aggregate terms, be much smaller
than what is likely to be achieved through
adoption of more fuel-efficient engines in
larger trucks and SUVs.
This author estimates that, assuming
driver behavior and miles driven remain
constant, each million “modern” Ford
F-150s that replace older trucks could
potentially displace as much as 14,000
barrels per day of gasoline demand (Figure
2). Using a vehicle miles travelled (VMT)
number of 15,000 miles driven per year,
as Ford does in its own fuel economy
analyses, raises the potential displacement
to nearly 18,000 barrels per day of
gasoline per million new-edition F-150s
that enter the fleet.7
To put these displacement numbers
into perspective, the likely gasoline
demand reduction from replacing 1 million
2007 F-150s (i.e., the old V-8 engine
models) with the truck’s 2017 3.5 liter
EcoBoost edition is the same as 576,000
drivers turning in their 2017 Toyota Corollas
(or other similar small, highly fuel-efficient
cars) for Tesla Model 3s, which use no
gasoline at all. Tesla has only delivered
208,000 vehicles since the first quarter of
2013—a span of 48 months and counting.8
Total plug-in electric vehicle sales since
January 2012 in the U.S. market number
slightly over 600,000 units.9 In contrast,
Ford can produce and sell 1 million
F-150s in less than 18 months. Other
manufacturers of large, gasoline-intensive
vehicles can produce at a similar scale.

EPA RATINGS VS. “REAL WORLD
FUEL ECONOMY” AND HOW MORE
EFFICIENT PICKUP AND SUV ENGINES
ARE AFFECTING GASOLINE DEMAND
GROWTH
Since the Ford F-150 pickup with the
EcoBoost engine option debuted in 2011, an
intense debate has emerged over whether
smaller-displacement turbocharged engines
are really as fuel efficient as manufacturers
(using U.S. EPA ratings) claim them to be.
Several prominent auto industry publications
have published detailed analyses suggesting
that “real world” mileage of the new
turbocharged motors in fact significantly
lags the official EPA fuel economy ratings.10
Other testers, such as the judges behind
the 2016 Canadian Truck King Challenge,
have found combined mileage ratings that
more closely approximate the EPA combined
rating of 19 MPG.11
The EPA assessment cycle may be
unrealistically “gentle” and not fully reflect
how trucks are actually driven. Under
“real world” conditions, manufacturers
often adjust fuel mixtures to manage
temperatures in turbocharged engines by
using a richer fuel-air blend to help limit
maximum temperatures.12 Therefore, when
drivers accelerate hard and pull trailers,
vehicles produce ample power—but at the
expense of fuel efficiency due to the use
of extra fuel to control engine operating
temperature. Yet even if the fuel economy
of turbocharged motors—especially in
trucks and SUVs—may be falling short of
window sticker levels, engine technology
improvements still appear to be materially
depressing gasoline consumption.
Fuelly, a web portal that crowd sources
fuel economy data as member drivers enter
fuel usage and miles driven data, offers one
possible way of assessing real world fuel
usage. To maintain consistency with the
featured large vehicle in Figure 1 (the F-150
pickup), this study utilizes Fuelly data for
the following variants of the F-150: (A) 3.5
liter V6 EcoBoost motor (2011-2017 model
years, 1,042 vehicle sample size, 18 million
miles driven); (B) 2.7 liter V6 EcoBoost motor
(2015-2017 model years, 388 vehicle sample
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FIGURE 2 — GASOLINE DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS
Gallons of Gasoline Consumed
per 100 miles Driven
(55% City/45% Hwy)

Avg. Miles Travelled
Per Year

Avg. Annual Gasoline
Consumption
(Gallons per Vehicle)

2007 Ford F-150, 4WD, FFV, 5.4 L V8
14 MPG combined, 300 HP, 365 lb/ft torque

7.1

12,000

852

2017 Ford F-150, 4WD, 3.5 L V6 Ecoboost
19 MPG combined, 375 HP, 470 lb/ft torque

5.3

12,000

636

2007 Toyota Prius
46 MPG combined, 76 HP, 82 lb/ft torque

2.2

12,000

264

2017 Toyota Prius
52 MPG combined, 121HP, 105 lb/ft torque

1.9

12,000

228

2017 Toyota Corolla

3.1

12,000

375

Gallons Per Year of Gasoline

Barrels per Year

Barrels per Day

2007 F-150

852,000,000

20,285,714

55,577

2017 F-150

636,000,000

15,142,857

41,487

2007 Prius

264,000,000

6,285,714

17,221

2017 Prius

228,000,000

5,428,571

14,873

2017 Toyota Corolla

375,000,000

8,928,571

24,462

Vehicle Model

Gasoline Used Per Million Vehicles
Vehicle Model

Gasoline Conserved Per Million Vehicles by Substituting New Version for Older Version
Vehicle Model

Gallons Per Year of Gasoline

Barrels per Year

Barrels per Day

F-150

216,000,000

5,142,857

14,090

Prius

36,000,000

857,143

2,348

Replacing Corolla with Pure EV
(Tesla Model 3, Nissan Leaf, etc.)

375,000,000

8,928,571

24,462

Improving a million F-150s could save as much gasoline as 576,000 Pure EVs

SOURCES Bureau of Transportation Statistics, FuelEconomy.gov, Author’s analysis
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size, 4 million miles driven); and (C) 5.4 liter
V8 motor (1997-2007 model years, 658
vehicle sample size, 11.8 million miles driven).
The data include trucks of all body types and
styles for each engine, meaning that more
efficient two-wheel-drive vehicles powered
by a given motor are included alongside less
efficient four-wheel-drive models.
Fuelly’s data suggest that the EcoBoost
F-150s’ actual fuel economy results often do
fall short of the EPA figures, but still represent
a significant improvement over the largedisplacement legacy 5.4 V8-engine trucks
that they are likely replacing as owners
upgrade to newer vehicles (Figure 3). It also
bears noting that the second-generation
EcoBoost 3.5 liter engine used in the 2017
F-150 shows higher fuel economy, with
Wards Auto editors recording average fuel
economies of between 16.5 MPG and 19 MPG
during “real world” tests with the truck.13
Among the most interesting insights
from the Fuelly data is that Ford’s Coyote
5.0 liter V8 engines basically appear to
deliver practical mileage on par with the

3.5 liter EcoBoost. Accordingly, the story
of incremental improvements driving
greater fuel efficiency is not just restricted
to the boosted engines, but also extends
to the large-displacement, naturally
aspirated motors as well. The Ford 5.0
liter V8’s significant improvements in fuel
economy and power delivery over its 5.4
liter predecessor are mirrored by the Chevy
Silverado, whose 2017 edition achieves 20
MPG on the highway with a large 6.2 liter
V8 motor producing a stout 420 HP and
460 lb/ft of torque.14

POTENTIAL GASOLINE DEMAND
IMPACTS
Mass market turbocharged engines for
pickups and SUVs are still in the early innings
of both market penetration and technology
development. As such, if miles driven remain
steady or decrease and improved engine
technologies cycle into an ever-larger portion
of the vehicle fleet, U.S. gasoline demand
could soon begin to structurally decline.

FIGURE 3 — EVEN WHEN TURBOCHARGED MOTORS FALL SHORT ON REAL WORLD MILEAGE, THEY STILL
OFFER A MEANINGFUL IMPROVEMENT OVER OLDER TRUCKS’ GASOLINE INTENSITY
5.4 L V8
1997–2008

5.0 L FLEX V8
2011-2017

3.5 L V6 EcoBoost
2011-2017

2.7 L V6 EcoBoost
2015-2017

14

17

19

19

Average "Real World" MPG

13.5

15.7

15.8

18.4

Gallons of Gasoline Used per 100
Miles Driven

7.4

6.4

6.3

5.4

Gasoline Consumption
Improvement Over "Old V8"

N/A

14.2%

14.6%

26.7%

Vehicles Sampled

658

661

1,042

388

Miles Driven, Million

11.8

11.6

18

4

EPA "Official" Combined MPG,
Latest Year Model in Range

Underlying Data

SOURCES EPA, Fuelly
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Penetration rates for the most
advanced, fuel-efficient trucks and SUVs
(relative to others in their class) remain
relatively low. Consider the following market
penetration data from 2015:
•
•
•

four-cylinder vehicles (60.8% overall
turbo penetration, 11.9% for trucks)
six-cylinder vehicles (4.5% overall turbo
penetration, 17.9% for trucks)
eight-cylinder vehicles (2.5% overall
turbo penetration, 0.5% for trucks) 15

The vehicle groups with larger engines still
hold a big upside for increased fuel efficiency,
both without changing the number of
cylinders, and by putting downsized, highoutput turbo engines in larger vehicles. The
movement from eight cylinders down to
six—and six cylinders down to four—has
gained momentum through sales of vehicles
such as the F-150; a majority of the trucks
sold now are six-cylinder EcoBoosts replacing
eight-cylinder V8s, and the Ford Explorer
and Mazda CX-9, which offer boosted fourcylinder powerplants in place of V6 motors.16
To contextualize the market scale in
play here, the total U.S. fleet of light trucks
and passenger cars currently stands at
approximately 264 million, with 11 million
vehicles being scrapped each year and
roughly 17 million new ones being sold.17
Ford has to date likely sold at least 1.5
million EcoBoost-equipped F-150s.18 While
the figure seems large in absolute terms,
Ford has sold at least 11 million F-Series
trucks since 2002, the bulk of which are
F-150s.19 The EcoBoost powerplant has
only been used in F-150s since 2011.
The pool of non-EcoBoost Ford trucks
potentially eligible for substitution is
thus likely on the order of 9 million units.
Multiplying that figure by the gasoline
displacement estimates above suggests
an additional 120 kbd of gasoline demand
could be removed just by upgrades within
the F-150 pool. Other truck makers are also
likely to incorporate more efficient engine
technologies in coming years, increasing the
possibility for gasoline demand erosion.20
Along with scale, engine technologies
are also successively improving. As large
and medium-sized vehicles are paired

with new, downsized motors, a window
opens for introducing new fuel-saving
technologies. For instance, the 2016
Mazda CX-9 marks the first use of cooled
exhaust gas recirculation ( or “cooled EGR”)
in a turbocharged four-cylinder motor
with direct fuel injection.21 Auto parts
manufacturer Mahle Behr conducted tests
with cooled EGR systems on a turbocharged
three-cylinder 1.2 liter direct-injection
gasoline engine and found that at the highest
speeds and loads, cooled EGR delivered a 9%
improvement in fuel economy.22
While the EcoBoost motors do not yet
use cooled EGR, much space remains for
bolstering fuel efficiency as successive
generations of truck-oriented engines enter
service. Indeed, at least one Ford technical
presentation from 2013 explicitly says that
cooled EGR is “under development” for
potential inclusion in future EcoBoost engine
generations.23

Larger trucks and
SUVs with powerful,
high-displacement
engines are the lowhanging fruit for any
policymaker seeking
the most efficient path
to reducing gasoline
use and the associated
emissions.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The speed and scale of economic, energy,
and environmental returns on investments
to improve internal combustion engines are
magnified by the fact that this path allows us
to leverage existing fueling infrastructure that
was built at great cost—and, which generally
speaking, has worked very effectively for
decades. From a policy perspective, the data
shown here suggest that dollars invested
in research to improve internal combustion
engines and promote gasoline-based hybrid
vehicles are likely to yield larger—and
faster—returns than investments in battery
electrics. The bigger question is whether
policymakers will be willing to confront the
political optics of appearing to “double down”
on gasoline, when doing so in fact represents
the rational first step down a longer road
toward a lower-oil use, lower emissions
propulsion future.
This issue exists not just in the U.S., but
also in other major global auto markets—first
and foremost, China. Chinese car buyers are
thus far showing a strong preference for
SUVs, and gasoline demand outlooks for the
country are accordingly bullish.24 Yet the
significant simultaneous improvements in
5
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engine power and fuel economy seen in the
U.S. mesh well with the stated preferences
of drivers in China. Only one-third of
respondents to an online survey of actual and
prospective Chinese car owners conducted
by turbocharger manufacturer Honeywell
Technologies in 2014 were satisfied with
their current vehicle’s fuel economy and
power.25 Eighty percent of respondents said
they desired fuel economy savings of at least
10 to 30% in order to be satisfied with their
next vehicle purchase.26 Beyond this, 94%
of respondents indicated engine performance
was an “important” or “very important”
factor for purchasing a vehicle, and 68%
of respondents said they would prefer to
buy a smaller car if it could still perform
like a vehicle with a larger engine.27 These
preferences suggest a future in which greater
use of advanced engine and powertrain
technologies helps restrain Chinese gasoline
demand growth below forecast levels.
So how can the U.S. federal government
incentivize the development and sales of
even more efficient internal combustion
engine vehicles? One possible way would
be to provide federally funded tax credits
to manufacturers for each 0.1 gallon of
fuel saved per 100 miles driven on each
new “high-displacement” vehicle sold.
“High-displacement” motors would have
a displacement greater than 3.0 liters.
Fuel savings would be determined by
consumption per 100 miles driven compared
to the analogous model from 10 years
prior (or five years, for newer models). For
instance, the highest horsepower F-150
from the 2007 lineup would be the basis of
comparison for the most powerful F-150
offered for sale in 2017. Each manufacturer
could claim credits from the first million
new vehicles sold each year, from any of its
high-displacement models.
As an initial proposition, the IRS could
deem each 0.1 gallon potential reduction
in fuel consumed per 100 miles driven to
be worth $100 in tax credits per vehicle
sold. Accordingly, moving a vehicle from a
combined rating of 16 MPG/6.3 gal per 100
miles to 20 MPG/5.0 gal per 100 miles could
allow the manufacturer to claim a $1,300 tax
deduction for that vehicle. Making the same

fuel economy jump on 1 million vehicles
sold would allow an automaker to claim a
$1.3 billion tax deduction. A tax credit based
on fuel economy improvements may also
become more attractive as a flood of used
SUVs and trucks coming off leases hits the
U.S. market over the next two to four years
and potentially begins eroding profit margins
on new vehicle sales.28
A second path to gasoline demand
reductions would be to test turbocharged
vehicles over a more realistic drive cycle
that is more representative of “real world”
demands placed on turbocharged engines.
The tax credit system outlined above
would help incentivize manufacturers
to build engines that deliver higher fuel
economy under practical conditions, using
technologies such as cooled EGR that are
currently less in vogue because they do not
significantly improve fuel economy under
the presently gentle EPA test cycles.
From an energy and environment
perspective, improving 1 million pickups or
SUVs that each drive 12,000 miles per year
from a 16 MPG to a 20 MPG fuel economy
level would remove more than 10 kbd of
gasoline demand.29 U.S. total sales of new
pickups and SUVs—a sizeable portion of
which would qualify as “high-displacement”
vehicles—exceeded 10 million units in 2016.30
Such volumes suggest policies that explicitly
compensate automakers for improving
fuel economy in larger vehicles could
conservatively yield an annualized gasoline
demand reduction of more than 50,000
barrels per day in its initial years as the
modernized vehicles are cycled into the fleet.
Over a five-year period, the new
policy could shave at least 250 kbd off U.S.
gasoline demand—more than one year of
Chinese gasoline demand growth. Such
reductions would likely allow the ultracompetitive U.S. refining sector to become
an even larger global gasoline exporter. To
boot, reducing gasoline demand by 250 kbd
would eliminate 34 million tonnes per year
of CO2 emissions—the equivalent of ten 500
MW coal-fired power plants.31
Gasoline's days as the world's core
motor fuel are far from over. In fact, the
most likely future is one with two coexisting
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vectors where gasoline gets used more
efficiently—in many cases as part of a
hybrid-electric powertrain.
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